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Spin polarization of the L-gap surface states on Au„111…

J. Henk,* A. Ernst, and P. Bruno
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, D-06120 Halle (Saale), Germany

~Received 23 May 2003; published 27 October 2003!

The electron spin polarization~ESP! of the L-gap surface states on Au~111! is investigated theoretically by
means of first-principles electronic-structure and photoemission calculations. The surface states show a large
spin-orbit induced in-plane ESP which is perpendicular to the in-plane wave vector, in close analogy to a
two-dimensional electron gas with Rashba spin-orbit interaction. The surface corrugation, i.e., the in-plane
asymmetry of the surface potential in the 131 unit cell, leads to a small ESP component normal to the surface.
The surface-state ESP can be probed qualitatively and quantitatively by spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy, provided that the initial-state ESP is retained in the photoemission process and not obscured by
spin-orbit induced polarization effects. Relativistic photoemission calculations provide detailed information on
what photoemission setups allow one to make conclusions from the photoelectron ESP about that of the surface
states.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.165416 PACS number~s!: 73.20.At, 79.60.Bm, 71.70.Ej
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-orbit coupling~SOC! is one of the fundamental ef
fects in condensed-matter physics. It manifests itself in
moving degeneracies in the electronic structure~spin-orbit-
induced band gaps! which, for example, leads to th
magnetic anisotropy in magnetic systems. Besides electr
states in the bulk, surface states can become split by SO
well. This was shown in a pioneering photoemission inv
tigation by LaShellet al.: they found that theL-gap surface
states on Au~111! are split ~in binding energy and in-plane

wave vectorkW i), and attributed this effect correctly to SOC1

Later, Petersen and Hedega˚rd confirmed this explanation b
means of tight-binding calculations.2 These Shockley surfac
states are located in a bulk band gap which opens up a
the G-L direction~i.e., along@111#!. Being derived fromsp-
bulk states, they show an almost perfect free-elect
dispersion.3 Since the splitting is also present in the oth
noble metals, comparative studies on theL-gap surface state
in Cu, Ag, and Au were performed by Hu¨fner’s group using
high-resolution photoemission4–6 ~for topical reviews, see
Ref. 7 and especially Sec. 8.2 in Ref. 8!. The photoemission
results for Au were further corroborated experimentally
Fujita et al. using Fourier-transform scanning tunnelin
microscopy.9 For hydrogen-covered W~110! surfaces, the
spin-orbit splitting of similar surface states was also fou
by angle-resolved photoemission,10 their predicted spin po-
larization being confirmed recently.11

The L-gap surface states can be closely related to e
tronic states of a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! in
semiconductor heterostructures. In the latter, the asymm
in direction normal to the semiconductor interface results
the so-called Rashba spin-orbit interaction.12,13 In case of the
Au surface, the asymmetry is brought about by the surf
potential, in particular by the surface barrier~i.e., a vacuum-
solid interface!. Therefore, theL-gap surface states can b
regarded as being subject to the Rashba effect, which m
render them interesting as a model system
spintronics.14,15
0163-1829/2003/68~16!/165416~9!/$20.00 68 1654
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In analogy to a 2DEG with Rashba interaction, the sp
polarization of theL-gap surface states is assumed to
within the surface plane and to be perpendicular to the
plane wave vectorkW i .1 Further, the split surface states shou
show an opposite spin polarization. Although theL-gap sur-
face states exhibit spin-orbit induced propertiespar excel-
lence, their spin polarization was to our knowledge not i
vestigated in detail, neither theoretically nor experimenta
Probed in akW -resolved manner, for example by spin- an
angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy~SPARPES!,8

their properties should show up unobscured by bulk tran
tions because they are located in a bulk band gap. Howe
the spin polarization of the initial state~photohole! is not
necessarily that of the photoelectron, in particular if sp
orbit coupling is strong (Z579 for gold!. Therefore, the in-
terpretation of spin-resolved photoemission spectra can
come complicated due to the various spin-polarizat
effects~SPEs; for atoms, see Ref. 16!. Or stated differently:
on one hand, SOC produces the splitting and the spin po
ization of the surface states. On the other hand, it may p
vent one from probing the latter by means of SPARPES
cause of the SPEs.

The purpose of the present paper is twofold. First,ab
initio electronic-structure calculations provide detailed info
mation on the properties of theL-gap surface states, in pa
ticular on their dispersion and spin polarization. These
sults are compared to those for a two-dimensional elec
gas with Rashba spin-orbit interaction. Second, we add
the question whether and how the surface-state spin pola
tion can be probed by SPARPES. State-of-the-art photoem
sion calculations for a variety of setups show how the SP
affect the photoelectron spin polarization. Former studies
the photoelectron spin polarization from nonmagnetic s
faces were performed for normal emission. For Au~111!, the
photoelectrons are to be detected in off-normal emission~due
to the dispersion of the surface states! which leads for some
setups to distinguished spin-dependent photoelectron diff
tion effects. Questions to be answered comprise the de
and orientation of the spin polarization as well its depe
dence on the wave vectorkW i .
©2003 The American Physical Society16-1
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J. HENK, A. ERNST, AND P. BRUNO PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 165416 ~2003!
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, theoreti
aspects and relevant details of the computations are
sented. Section III focuses first on the analogy between
electronic states in a 2DEG~Sec. III A! and theL-gap sur-
face states. The properties of the surfaces states are disc
in Sec. III B, in particular the dispersion~Sec. III B 1! and
the spin polarization~Sec. III B 2!. The theoretical photo-
emission results are eventually presented in Sec. III C.

II. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

A. Au„111… surface

The Au~111! surface is shown schematically in Fig. 1~a!.
The x axis corresponds to the crystallographic@11̄0# direc-
tion, whereas they axis is along@ 1̄1̄2#.

In the present work, only the 131 unit cell is considered
The so-called herringbone reconstruction with a 223A3 unit
cell will not be addressed.17 The main effect of this surface
modification is a modulation of the surface-state photoem
sion intensities due to backfolding~surfaceumklapp!.

B. Ab initio electronic-structure calculations

The electronic structure of the Au~111! surface was com-
puted from first-principles using the local-density appro
mation~LDA ! of density-functional theory with the Perdew
Wang exchange-correlation potential.18 The Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker ~KKR! method was applied to semi-infinit
systems, hence avoiding slab geometries.

Within our KKR scheme~for details, see Ref. 19!, we
computed first the bulk muffin-tin potentials. Subsequen
the potentials of the outermost six Au surface layers and
three vacuum layers were calculated self-consistently for
semi-infinite system. The Au layers were not relaxed~ideal
surface! but for the vacuum layers an outward relaxation
4% ~compared to the bulk interlayer distance! was assumed
The latter improved the dispersion of the surface state

FIG. 1. The Au~111! surface.~a! Top view of the first three
surface layers~first, second, and third layer: large, medium-size

and small filled circles, respectively!. aW 1 andaW 2 are the basis vec
tors of the direct lattice. Thez axis points towards the bulk.~b!

Two-dimensional reciprocal lattice with basis vectorsbW 1 and bW 2.
The first Brillouin zone is marked gray. The two representat

symmetry points K̄and M̄ mark a corner@kW i(K̄)5(bW 12bW 2)/2# and

a center@kW i(M̄)5(bW 11bW 2)/2# of the Brillouin-zone boundary, re
spectively.
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comparison to the experimental findings significantly~this
procedure clearly reveals shortcomings of the muffin-tin
proximation for the potential, the latter being avoided in fu
potential methods!. The work function of 5.23 eV agree
well with the experimental value of 5.31 eV.8

Theab initio calculations provide details of the electron
structure by means of the layer- and wave-vector-resol
spectral density,

Nl~E,kW i!52
1

p
Im Tr Gll

1~E,kW i!, ~1!

where the trace Tr is over a muffin-tin sphere of layerl and
Gll

1(E,kW i) is the 1 side limit of the layer-diagonal Gree

function at energyE and wave vectorkW i5(kx ,ky) ~Cartesian
coordinates are defined in Fig. 1!.20 A further decomposition
of Nl with respect to spin and angular momentum gives
cess to the relevant surface-state properties.

To investigate the effect of spin-orbit coupling on th
L-gap surface states, we scaled the SOC strength by inte
lating between the fully relativistic and the scalar-relativis
case.21,22 Therefore, only SOC is scaled whereas the ot
relativistic effects remain unchanged~note that this is advan
tageous compared to scaling the velocity of lightc). We
would like to note that this scheme applies only for t
muffin-tin spheres, leaving the gradient of the surface pot
tial almost unaffected.

C. Photoemission calculations

The photoemission calculations were performed using
omni2k computer program for electron spectroscopies23

and rely on the one-step model as being formulated in
spin-polarized relativistic layer-KKR method.24,25Therefore,
spin-orbit coupling is included in a natural way by solvin
the Dirac equation. This is in particular important becau
the SOC-induced photoelectron spin polarization is fu
taken into account. The self-consistent potentials from theab
initio calculations serve as input, putting electronic-struct
and photoemission results on equal footing.

The omni2k computer program proved to be success
in a number of investigations~see Ref. 26 for further publi-
cations!. In particular, spin-orbit effects from nonmagnet
surfaces were described quantitatively@for theoretical predic-
tions of spin-polarization effects with linearly polarized lig
~see Refs. 27, 28, and 29!; all these effects were confirme
experimentally by Heinzmann’s group30–32#, but also the
closely related magnetic dichroism was addres
correctly.33–36Hence, we expect that both the photoemiss
intensities and the spin polarizations presented in Sec. I
agree well with future experiments on Au~111!.

The inverse lifetimes of the photohole~at energies close
to the Fermi level! and of the photoelectron~at about 15 eV
kinetic energy! were chosen as 0.015 and 1.25 eV, resp
tively. The maximum angular momentum wasl max54 and
the sum over layers comprised the first 30 layers. Metal
tics were taken into account via Fresnel’s equations
Snell’s law.

,
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SPIN POLARIZATION OF THEL-GAP SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165416 ~2003!
In the following, the incidence direction of the light i
described by a polar angleqph and an azimuthwph. The
in-plane component of the photoelectron wave vector
given by

kW i5A2Ekin sinqeS coswe

sinwe
D , ~2!

whereEkin is the kinetic energy. For theḠ-M̄ direction in the
two-dimensional Brillouin zone one has for examplewe

590°, and forḠ-K̄ we50° @Fig. 1~b!#.

III. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

A. Rashba spin-orbit interaction in a two-dimensional
electron gas

Time-reversal symmetry requires for the dispersion re
tion E(kW i ,t)5E(2kW i ,2t), where t5↑,↓ is the electron
spin. Inversion symmetry~which is present in the bulk o
cubic lattices! implies E(kW i ,t)5E(2kW i ,t). Combining
these relations yieldsE(kW i ,t)5E(kW i ,2t) ~Kramers’ degen-
eracy! which states that the electronic states in the bulk
not spin-polarized. However, the presence of a surf
breaks the inversion symmetry and, hence, a spin-or
induced splitting accompanied by a nonzero spin polariza
is permitted. As Petersen and Hedega˚rd pointed out, the split-
ting depends on both the size of the atomic SOC and of
gradient of the surface potential.2

Spin-orbit terms linear in the wave vectorkW occur in the
Hamiltonian due to a symmetry reduction of the system~het-
erostructure, film, and surface! with respect to the corre
sponding bulk system~for a review, see Ref. 37!. Particularly
important is the structural inversion asymmetry which occ
typically at semiconductor interfaces~e.g., in a two-
dimensional electron gas!,38 but in fact needs not to be re
lated to the crystal structure. In this case, the linearkW i-terms
are the so-called Rashba terms.12,13 As will be motivated in
the following, there exists a close analogy between the s
orbit split electronic states in a 2DEG and theL-gap surface
states at~111! surfaces.

Spin-orbit coupling in a crystal with potentialV(rW) is de-
scribed by

Hso5
1

2c2
sW•~¹W V3pW !, ~3!

where sW is the spin andpW the momentum operator.39 In a
2DEG,V is invariant parallel to the semiconductor interfac
leading toV5V(z). Hence, one can describe the system
the free-electron HamiltonianpW 2/2 in two dimensions@xy

plane,rW 5(x,y)] including Hso. This results in the Schro¨-
dinger equation

F1

2
kW i

211gso~sxky2sykx!GC5EC, ~4!
16541
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where bold symbols represent 232 matrices, e.g., the Pau
matricessi , i 5x,y,z. The parametergso, which is assumed
positive and is related to the derivative ofV(z), controls the
strength of the Rashba spin-orbit interaction. The abo
equation is solved by theansatz

C~rW ,kW i!}exp~ ikW i•rW !~p↑x↑1p↓x↓! ~5!

for the wave functions~for details, see Ref. 2!. The Pauli
spinorsx↑ andx↓ are quantized along thez axis.

The eigenvaluesE6 of Eq. ~4! are given by free-electron
parabolae that are shifted inkW i :

E65
1

2
ki

26gsoukW iu. ~6!

The 1 solution gives rise to an ‘‘inner’’ paraboloidlike sur
face ~strong dispersion in Fig. 2!, the 2 solution to an
‘‘outer’’ one ~weak dispersion in Fig. 2!.

The associated eigenfunctionsC6 are fully spin polar-
ized, as is evident from the spin polarization

PW 6~kW i!5
1

ukW iu
S 6ky

7kx

0
D 5S 6sinwe

7coswe

0
D , ~7!

with kW i5ukW iu(coswe,sinwe) @cf. eq. ~2!#. The spin polariza-
tion is perpendicular tokW i , with P1 (P2) rotating clockwise

FIG. 2. Rashba spin-orbit interaction in a two-dimensional el

tron gas. The dispersionsE6(kW i) of free electrons are shown fo

gso54/Bohr, kW i5(kx ,ky). The ‘‘inner’’ state @‘‘ 1 ’’ in Eq. ~6!#
shows strong dispersion, the ‘‘outer’’ weak dispersion@‘‘ 2 ’’ in Eq.

~6!#. Both surfaces touch each other atkW i50. For a better illustra-
tion, the Rashba effect is extremely exaggerated~compared to typi-
cal two-dimensional electron gases!.
6-3
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~anticlockwise! around thez axis.Pz vanishes, for the inver-
sion asymmetry being exclusively along thez direction. At
kW i50, the states are degenerate and the electron spin p
ization becomes zero@E15E250 andPW 11PW 250].

B. Properties of theL-gap surface states

1. Dispersion

The dispersion of the surface states was obtained from
maxima in the layer- and wave-vector-resolved spectral d
sity @Eq. ~1!# and is shown in Fig. 3~a!. The minimum energy
is 20.51 eV which agrees well with the experimentally o
served value of20.49 eV and with that of an FLAPW~full-
potential linearized augmented plane wave! calculation.6

However, our theory gives a stronger dispersion than
experiment: the Fermi wavenumberskF

in50.079/Bohr and
kF

out50.091/Bohr for the inner and the outer surface sta
respectively, are slightly too small compared to the exp
mental values of 0.091/Bohr and 0.104/Bohr@FLAPW cal-
culations with theWIEN code gave the same trend.6 It can
probably be related to the LDA surface barrier which is

FIG. 3. L-gap surface states on Au~111!. ~a! Dispersion of the

spin-orbit split surface states along K-̄Ḡ-K̄ @i.e., kW i5(kx,0)]. Open
~closed! symbols belong to the inner~outer! surface state. Gray
arrows point from the surface states at the Fermi energyEF to the
momentum distribution shown in panel b. The region of bulk ban
is depicted by gray areas.~b! Momentum distribution atEF . The
thick arrows indicate the in-plane spin polarization@Px and Py ,
according to Eq.~9!#.
16541
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general to steep compared to an image-potential barrier.
trend is furthermore consistent with energy-dependent
face barriers that were introduced to describe corre
image-potential states on Pd~110!: these barriers becam
smoother with increasing electron energy40#. The spin-orbit
splitting ~in kW i) agrees well: 0.012/Bohr~theory! to 0.013/
Bohr ~experiment!, hence corroborating that the importa
surface-state properties are well described by our theory

In semiconductor 2DEGs, the spin-splitting energy at z
magnetic field is typically in the order of a few meV~e.g.,
2.5–3.5 meV from Refs. 41 and 42!. The corresponding val-
ues for the spin-orbit couplinggso, as obtained from
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, range from about
31029 eV cm ~Refs. 43 and 44! to 0.931029 eV cm ~Refs.
41 and 38!. The Rashba effect appears to be considera
larger for the Au~111! surface: the spin-splitting energy o
about 0.14 eV corresponds to agso of about 4.4
31029 eV cm. More predicative in this context is the rel
tive ki splitting DkF52(kF

out2kF
in)/(kF

out1kF
in), which equals

about 14% for Au~111!. For a 2DEG, this quantity is directly
related to the carrier densities of the spin-split states, res
ing in Dki'4% ~Ref. 41!. We note in passing that the spli
ting of thesp-derived states on Au~111! is less than that for
comparabled-derived surface states on W~110!,45 possibly
due to the increase of SOC with angular momentum (Hso

} lW•s¢ for a central potential!.
In accord with Eq. ~6!, the momentum distributions

~MDs! at the Fermi energyEF are concentric circles@Fig.
3~b!#, confirming the nomenclature of an inner and ou
surface state~cf. also the constant-energy cuts in Fig. 2!. One
would expect that the symmetry of the surface would p
duce deviations of the MDs from the circular shape.
checking carefully the spectral density, we found indeed t
deviations which, however, are by far too small to be obse
able even in high-resolution photoemission experimen
Therefore, we regard the MDs as circular.

2. Spin polarization at the Fermi energy

Taking into account the point group 3m of the ~111! sur-
face, the crystal potential in Eq.~3! can be written in cylinder
coordinates@rW5(r,z,w)# as

V~rW !5V0~r,z!1V3~r,z!sin 3w1V6~r,z!cos 6w1•••.
~8!

In analogy to the derivation for a 2DEG@Sec. III A, with
V(rW)5V0(z)] and by considering time-reversal symmetr
the leading terms inwe @Eq. ~2!# of the electron spin polar-
ization ~ESP! at a fixed energy are given by

PW ~we!5S a sinwe

2a coswe

b cos 3we

D . ~9!

Hence, the spin polarization rotates clockwise~anticlock-
wise! for a.0 (a,0) around thez axis ~surface normal!.
Evidently, the net spin polarization at the surface is zero a
the system remains nonmagnetic. Further, the signs fora of

s
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SPIN POLARIZATION OF THEL-GAP SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165416 ~2003!
the two spin-split surface states should be oppos

sgn(a in)52sgn(aout) @vanishing SOC requires thatPW (kW i)
50 if summed over both states; that isa in52aout]. The
nonzeroPz reflects directly the threefold symmetry of th
surface. In particular,uPzu is largest at integer multiples o
we5n360°, n integer, that is in the directions of the firs
nearest-neighbor atoms within the surface layer~Fig. 1!. To
our knowledge, the ESPs, in particular the modulus and s
of a in andaout as well as ofb in andbout, were not addresse
in detail up to now, in particular with respect to the 2DE
results ~Sec. III A!. For the latter, we obtaineda in

511 ~1100%! andaout521 (2100%) @Eq. ~7!#. Further,
b in andbout vanish.

The spin polarization of the surface states is due to
gradient of the surface potential, which plays the role of
inversion asymmetry in a 2DEG. Thez derivative is much
larger than the in-plane derivatives that are related to
surface-potential corrugation, i.e., the in-plane asymmetr
the surface potential. Therefore,uau@ubu is expected. In-
deed, the spin-resolved spectral densities of the outermos
layer at the Fermi energy gavea in'296.7% andaout

'192.6%, whereasb in'21.4% andbout'11.3%. Com-
paring these results with Eq.~7! suggests that the Rashb
parametergso is negative for the Au~111! surface, since a
positive gso corresponds toa in.0 and aout,0. The large
in-plane spin polarization is consistent with spin-resolv
photoemission experiments on W~110!-(131)H that report
on 100% ESP, with regard to experimental resolution a
statistics~see Fig. 2 in Ref. 11!.

That the surface states are not fully spin-polarized, a
the case for the 2DEG@cf. Eq. ~7!# is a further manifestation
of the crystal structure of the~111! surface. In order to in-
vestigate this finding, we concentrated on theḠ-M̄ direction
~that is,we590° to obtainPz50) and scaled the spin-orb
interaction Sec. II B!. For vanishing SOC, the surface-sta
wave functions are pure Pauli spinors and their spatial p
are degenerate. Hence,a in52aout andb in52bout, and the
net ESP at a certainkW i consequently vanishes. With increa
ing SOC, and hence increasing splitting, each wave func
gets an admixture of the other spin orientation. Furtherm
the spatial parts of the wave functions are no longer deg
erate. In other words, the difference inua inu anduaoutu can be
attributed to the different ‘‘locations’’ in the two-dimension
Brillouin zone of the SOC-split surfaces states.

This finding is supported by the layer- and spin-resolv
spectral density of the surface states integrated over
muffin-tin spheres@Eq. ~1!#. The spectral weight extend
considerably into the bulk~about 12 layers; see Fig. 4!, in
agreement with recent calculations using a slab geome6

The most striking fact, however, is that both inner and ou
surface states decay differently towards the bulk and do
show a full spin polarization~Note that the only nonzero ES
component alongḠ-M̄ is Px , due to symmetry reasons!. The
spin polarization decreases~in absolute value! towards the
bulk, providing evidence of the surface origin of the sp
orbit induced splitting.

Summarizing at this point, the properties of theL-gap
surface states show a close correspondence to those o
16541
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electronic states in a 2DEG with Rashba spin-orbit inter
tion. The crystal structure of the~111! surface leads, in par
ticular, to a slightly reduced degree of spin polarization a
to a nonzero but smallPz . Further, crystal properties show
up in different degrees of localization for the inner and t
outer surface state.

C. Probing the spin polarization by photoelectron
spectroscopy

1. Spin-polarization effects in photoemission

Depending on the photoemission setup, one can ea
produce spin-polarized photoelectrons from a nonmagn
surface, an effect mainly due to spin-orbit coupling in t
initial states. For circularly polarized light, the effect is com
monly termed ‘‘optical orientation’’ because the photoele
tron spin is aligned along the incidence direction of the lig
while its orientation is determined by the light helicity.46 For
linearly polarized light, different effects were theoretical
predicted and experimentally confirmed~see references
given in Sec. II C!.

The major aspect for producing spin-polarized photoel
trons from a nonmagnetic surface is the symmetry of
entire setup which comprises the crystal surface, light po
ization and incidence direction as well as the electro
detection direction. As a rule of thumb, one can assume
the less symmetry, the more components of the photoelec
ESP are nonzero. In order to reliably probe the spin po
ization of an initial state~here anL-gap surface state! one has
to assure that only those components of the photoelec
ESP are nonzero that are also nonzero for the initial st
This restriction implies that one has to choose the ‘‘corre
photoemission setups. Otherwise, it might be difficult—if n
impossible—to conclude from the photoelectron ESP on t
of the initial state. The main complication in probing the ES
of theL-gap surface states arises from the indispensable
normal emission of the photoelectrons. It reduces the s

FIG. 4. Layer- and spin-resolved spectral density of the surf

states at the Fermi energy. The wave vectors are alongḠ-M̄ @kW i
5(0,kF

in) and (0,kF
out), respectively#. ‘‘E’’ and ‘‘Au’’ denote vacuum

and Au layers, respectively. ‘‘S’’ and ‘‘S-2’’ give the standard n
menclature for surface layers, starting with the outermost Au la
‘‘S.’’ The terms ‘‘spin up’’ and ‘‘spin down’’ refer toPx @cf. Eq. ~9!
with we590°]. Note the logarithmic scale of the abscissa.
6-5
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metry considerably~compared to normal emission! and,
hence, allows for morePW components being nonzero.47

In the following, two main types of photoemission setu
will be discussed. In the first one,kW i lies in a mirror plane of
the surface, i.e.,kW i along M̄-Ḡ-M̄ @cf. Fig. 1~b!#. Since for
we590° and 270° @kW i5(0,ky)#, the initial-state ESP is
aligned alongx @Eq. ~9!#, the light has to be chosen in such
way that the mirror operationx→2x is retained. For the
second type,kW i is along K̄-Ḡ-K̄ @kW i5(kx,0)# and only the
trivial symmetry operation remains (kW i perpendicular to a
mirror plane!. Therefore, it is not possible to choose inc
dence direction and polarization of the light in such a w
that onlyPy is nonzero.

The following results were obtained for linearly and c
cularly polarized light with a photon energyv521.22 eV
(HeI) incident at a polar angleqph545°. Fixing the initial-
state energy atEF , we are concerned with constant initia
energy spectroscopy. Our results hold qualitatively also
other parameters~e.g., polar angle of incidence, initial-sta
energy, and photon energy!.

2. Ḡ-M̄

For M̄-Ḡ-M̄, from Eq.~9! one obtains that the spin pola
ization of the initial state is aligned along thex axis, PW
5(a,0,0). For off-normally incidentp-polarized light, the
photoelectron spin polarization is normal to the scatter
plane @see Ref. 28 for~001! surfaces#. Hence, to probe the
initial-state spin polarization for M̄-Ḡ-M̄ (we590°) one
chooses a light incidence within theyz plane (wph590° or
270°) which produces a nonzeroPx only.

Scanning the polar angle of emissionqe @Fig. 5~a!#, the

FIG. 5. Spin-resolved photoemission forkW i along M̄-Ḡ-M̄ (we

590°) andp-polarized light (v521.22 eV,qph545°). ~a! Inten-
sities forwph590° ~solid! and 270°~dashed! azimuth of light inci-
dence. The surface-state maxima are indicated~‘‘inner’’ and

‘‘outer’’ !. ~b! Associated photoelectron spin polarization alongxW .
The vertical arrows mark the positions of the surface states.
16541
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intensities show four distinct maxima which lie symmet
cally aroundḠ (kiW50 or qe50°). The inner surface state
appears atqe564.2°, the outer atqe564.9°. Bulk contri-
butions to the photocurrent occur foruqeu.6°, as can be
seen by the very small intensities~compared to the surface
state intensities!.

Thex component of the photoelectron ESP shows disti
minima and maxima at the positions of the surface sta
@Fig. 5~b!#. The sign ofPx , and hence the sign ofa @Eq.
~9!#, corresponds to those obtained from the spectral-den
calculations for the initial state. Even the magnitudes ag
well: from Fig. 5 one would deducea in'299% andaout

'193%, compared toa in'297% andaout'193% for
the initial states. That intensities and spin polarizations
wph590° and 270° as well as for6qe differ is attributed to
the transition-matrix elements which obviously depend
the direction of light incidence~note in this context the ABC
stacking sequence along the@111# direction; see Fig. 1!.

The use ofp-polarized light nicely provides access to th
spin polarization of the initial state. Fors-polarized light,
however, this is not completely true, as can be seen in Fig

In this case,Px is the only nonzero ESP component, to
For wph50° ~that is, for the electric-field vectorEW of the
incident radiation parallel toyW ), Px shows the same structur
as for p-polarized light @solid in Fig. 6~b!#. However, for
wph590° (EW ixW ), one observes the opposite behavior: a po
tive a in and a negativeaout @dashed in Fig. 6~b!#. This find-
ing is a direct manifestation of SOC. Without SOC,
initial-state wave function would be either even or odd und
the mirror operationx→2x. The spatial parts for ‘‘spin-up’’
(↑) and ‘‘spin-down’’ (↓) would be identical, giving rise to
an unpolarized state. However, spin-orbit coupling mix
even and odd initial-state wave functions.33 Schematically,
one can write, for the initial-state wave function,

uC&5uCeven&x
t1uCodd&x

2t, t5↑,↓. ~10!

FIG. 6. As Fig. 5 but fors-polarized light (v521.22 eV). ~a!
Intensities forwph50° ~solid! and 90° ~dashed! azimuth of light

incidence.~b! Associated photoelectron spin polarization alongxW .
6-6
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SPIN POLARIZATION OF THEL-GAP SURFACE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 165416 ~2003!
In the dipole approximation,EW couples to the even spatia
part of the initial-state wave function if lying in the mirro
plane. This is the case forp-polarized light as in Fig. 5 or for
s-polarized light withwph50°. It couples to the odd part i
being perpendicular, as is the case fors-polarized light inci-
dent atwph590°. Hence, one can conclude that the ev
parts of the initial states are dominant~cf. the intensities in
Fig. 6: large forwph50°, small for wph590°; this is con-
firmed by the angular momentum- and spin-resolved spec
densities! and produce a negativea in and a positiveaout. The
intensity difference for6qe can again be attributed to th
fcc lattice which is not symmetric with respect to thexz
plane~ABC stacking sequence!.

Unpolarized light can be regarded as an incoherent su
position of s- and p-polarized light. Since, withs-polarized
light incident within theyzplane (wph590°), one detects the
‘‘wrong’’ ESP @dashed in Fig. 6~b!#, a question arises
whether unpolarized light provides nevertheless the ‘‘c
rect’’ initial-state ESP. Indeed,Px shows the2/1 –1/2
shape@Fig. 7~a!#, but the ESP is significantly reduced
absolute value.

The latter can be explained by the smaller intensity
s-polarized light than forp-polarized light. Hence, using

FIG. 7. Spin-resolved photoemission forkW i along M̄-Ḡ-M̄ (we

590°, v521.22 eV, qph545°). The vertical arrows mark the
surface-state positions.~a! Photoelectron spin polarization alongx
for unpolarized light incident atwph590° ~solid! and 270°~dashed!
azimuth. ~b! and ~c! As in panel~a!, but for circularly polarized
light for positive @s2 , panel ~b!# and negative@s1 , panel ~c!#
helicity incident atwph50°. The components of the photoelectro
spin polarization are differentiated by line styles.
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HeI rare-gas discharge lamp provides information on the s
but not on the magnitude of the initial-state spin polarizatio

In order to probe the initial-statePW with an ‘‘optical ori-
entation,’’ one would choose circularly polarized light inc
dent atwph50° or 180°, expecting that mainlyPx would be
produced, although all three components ofPW become non-
zero forqphÞ0°. In this case, the intensitiesI and spin po-
larizationsPW obey (I ,Px ,Py ,Pz)→(I ,Px ,2Py ,2Pz) when
changingwph from 0° to 180° and simultaneously reversin
the light helicitys6 @ I (s1)ÞI (s2) means that there is cir
cular dichroism in angular distribution#. As is evident from
Figs. 7~b! and 7~c! the photoelectron ESP shows a comp
cated behavior, from which it is almost impossible to co
clude on the initial-state spin polarization without prior~the-
oretical! knowledge.

3. Ḡ-K̄

With kW i along K̄-Ḡ-K̄ (we50°) the only remaining sym-
metry operation is the trivial one, which yields that all com
ponents of the photoelectron ESP are generally nonzero.
initial-state ESP, however, readsPW 5(0,2a,b). Thus, a non-
zeroPx of the photoelectron would be a direct manifestati
of a ESP due to the photoemission process. We have
formed photoemission calculations for different light pola
izations and incidence directions and found that in m
cases the photoelectron spin polarization is hardly to relat
that of the initial state. The most promising results were o
tained for p-polarized light incident in thexz plane (wph
50° and 180°). The symmetry of this setup implies certa
relations between the intensitiesI and the photoelectron spi
polarization PW : simultaneously changingwph from 0° to
180° and qe to 2qe results in (I ,Px ,Py ,Pz)→(I ,Px ,
2Py ,2Pz), that is,Py andPz change sign whereasI andPx
remain unaffected. Therefore, it is sufficient to discuss o
the casewph50°. As is evident from Fig. 8, the intensit
maxima occur at the same polar angles of emission as a
M̄-Ḡ-M̄ which proves the circular shape of the momentu
distribution @Fig. 3~b!#.

The dominant component ofPW , Py @solid in Fig. 8~b!#,
shows a1/2-1/2 shape which agrees well with that of th
initial-state spin polarization@Fig. 3~b!#. Further, one finds
ua inu.uaoutu. However, to conclude on the magnitude ofa is
rather difficult, in particular foraout because of the sizabl
Px andPz . ThesePW components are rather large, especia
for the outer surface state on which we will focus now. T
comparison of thePz values of 25.7% and 35.3% atqe
524.9° and14.9° @dashed in Fig. 8~b!#, respectively, with
those of the initial state (21.3% and11.3%! renders it im-
possible to conclude from the photoelectron spin polarizat
on that of the surface state. The same holds forPx @14.8%
and 32.0%; dash-dotted in Fig. 8~b!# which is exclusively
due to the photoemission process.

Despite this negative but expected result, one can sp
late to probe the initial-statePz by altering the system. First
one needs a spin-polarization effect which produces a do
nantPz . This could be an accomplished by an ‘‘optical or
6-7
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J. HENK, A. ERNST, AND P. BRUNO PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 165416 ~2003!
entation’’ with normally incident circularly polarized light
but for off-normal emission the otherPW components are too
large to conclude undoubtedly onb. Second, since the sma
initial-state Pz arises from the corrugation of the surfa
potential, one might think about increasing the corrugat
by covering the surface by an adlayer, e.g., (A3
3A3)R30°-Xe/Au(111). As reported in Refs. 7 and 48 f
Xe/Au~111! and in Ref. 45 for Li/W~110!, the spin-orbit
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splitting of the surface states increased with coverage.
Summarizing, the photoemission calculations prove tha

is possible to conclude from the photoelectron spin polari
tions on those of the initialL-gap surface states, provided th
setup is chosen correctly. Otherwise, the photoelectron
polarization which is brought about by the photoemiss
process itself obscures the property of interest.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our theoretical investigations reveal on one hand a st
ing similarity between the electronic states in a tw
dimensional electron gas~2DEG! with Rashba spin-orbit in-
teraction and theL-gap surface states on Au~111!. On the
other hand, the structure of the Au~111! surface produces a
nonzero but small spin-polarization component normal to
surface that is missing in a 2DEG. To probe the spin po
ization of the spin-orbit-split surface states by spin- a
angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy can comple
fail if the setup is badly chosen. As a rule of thumb, tho
setups work best that produce a photoelectron spin polar
tion aligned along that of the initial state~see, e.g., Refs. 26
and 33!. We would like to encourage strongly experiments
order to confirm our theoretical results.

The L-gap surface states can be regarded as a sourc
highly spin-polarized electrons with unique propertie
Hence, one can speculate whether the Au~111! surface can be
used as a model system for spintronics if brought into c
tact with magnetic material.
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